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CONDUCTING AN ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEW WITH A VETERAN

THREE GUIDING RULES

1. When conducting an oral history interview, use “open-ended” questions that allow the 
person to elaborate. The best questions promote story-telling. 

2. Avoid asking questions related to death, killing, or other emotionally difficult topics. It is 
preferable that the individual choose to tell such stories without being directly led to these 
topics.

3. Demonstrate a willingness to listen. Allow for awkward silence as this may mean the 
individual is in a moment of reflection. Also, avoid interrupting or adding your own 
commentary; it is your job to ask questions and note responses as completely and accurately 
as possible.

The first part of the interview should be spent establishing the “sourcing” information for the interview; include 
the date, identify the interview leader and the interviewee.  Using a written introduction to guide you ensures 
that you record the needed information. You might say:

Recording the interview (either audio or video/audio) can help ensure the accuracy of the final product. You 
should always ask the interviewee for permission and be prepared to take notes (or have someone else take notes 
for you) if the interviewee does not give you permission to record the interview. 

When interviewing a Vietnam veteran, the topic of how the veteran joined the military – i.e.  commissioned 
(having graduated from a ROTC program), enlisted (voluntarily joined), or drafted – sometimes comes up. You 
may wish to find this out before the interview begins and adjust questions accordingly. A sample question for an 
individual who was drafted may include, “Tell me about the day when you found out you had been drafted.”

Hello, my name is ________________________ and this is ________________________ (name 

your partners). Today is _______________ (state the date). We are conducting an oral history 

interview at ____________________________ (state the location). Today, we are interviewing 

________________________ (have the person you are interviewing state his/her name). Our 

purpose today is to recognize and document the life story of ________________________ (you 

repeat the person’s name).
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ORAL HISTORY PART 2:

ORAL HISTORY PART 3:

The creation of a rich, detailed story about a person or an aspect of his/her life is one of the goals of an oral 
history interview. Questions should be constructed to reveal the highlights of a person’s memory or the 
experience that is being recorded. The goal of an oral history interview with a veteran is to understand the 
experience of a soldier during wartime. However, the interviewer should avoid asking direct questions that 
might provoke difficult memories. What question could you ask to bring out a story or memory that helps 
communicate war?

1. Tell me about a typical day when you were in Vietnam. - TYPICAL
2. Describe for me the first time you realized that you were in a war zone. - WARZONE
3. Did you notice any difference between draftee soldiers and volunteer soldiers in Vietnam? - SOLDIERS

A sense of brotherhood exists among Vietnam veterans for many reasons, one of which is the treatment many 
received when they returned home. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial serves as a reminder of a brotherhood with 
those who did not return home. Many stories can be elicited by asking about friendships formed during war. 
These stories can range from the humorous to the immensely sad. What type of question should be asked of Mr. 
Lane to bring forth these memories? Here are some suggestions.

1. Why is the Vietnam Veterans Memorial meaningful to you? - MEMORIAL
2. Describe for me a time of comradery that the Vietnam Veterans Memorial brings to mind for you. - 

COMRADERY
3. How did your experience in Vietnam affect you in later life? - LIFE

Any oral history interview should conclude with an opportunity for the interviewee to add final details or stories 
that they may have not shared previously. A simple question can be asked: “Is there anything else that you wish 
to share that we have not already discussed?”
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ORAL HISTORY PART 1:

Since Mr. Lane was a commissioned officer in the Marine Corps, what question could we ask to help us 
understand how and why he chose this path? Here are some possible questions:

1. Why did you choose to join the Marines? - MARINE
2. What was basic training like and did it prepare you for going to Vietnam? - BASIC
3. What was your job in the Marine Corps? - CORPS


